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Recently, machine learning has become popular in various fields like healthcare, smart transportation, network, and big data.
However, the labelled training dataset, which is one of the most core of machine learning, cannot meet the requirements of
quantity, quality, and diversity due to the limitation of data sources. Crowdsourcing systems based on mobile computing seem
to address the bottlenecks faced by machine learning due to their unique advantages; i.e., crowdsourcing can make professional
and nonprofessional participate in the collection and annotation process, which can greatly improve the quantity of the
training dataset. Additionally, distributed blockchain technology can be embedded into crowdsourcing systems to make it
transparent, secure, traceable, and decentralized. Moreover, truth discovery algorithm can improve the accuracy of annotation.
Reasonable incentive mechanism will attract many workers to provide plenty of dataset. In this paper, we review studies
applying mobile crowdsourcing to training dataset collection and annotation. In addition, after reviewing researches on
blockchain or incentive mechanism, we propose a new possible combination of machine learning and crowdsourcing systems.

1. Introduction

In recent years, machine learning (ML) techniques have
made a lot of achievements in many fields [1–4]. However,
a large number of labelled training dataset is one of the most
cores of the technology. The quality, quantity, and diversity
of training dataset have significant effects on the generaliza-
tion capability and accuracy of trained models. Unfortu-
nately, those data mainly originate from web crawlers or
are provided by hired workers that leads to two main con-
cerns. First, data originated from web, which may be not
reliable, cause some issues on copyright [5] and privacy. Sec-
ond, the service fee for hiring workers to collect special data-
set or annotate dataset may be high. These bottlenecks
hinder the further development of machine learning.

Thanks to the development of wireless technology and
the popularity of mobile computing, crowdsourcing [6]
appeared and the technology has gained great interest and
adoption like Upwork [7], Amazon Mechanical Turk [8],
and UBER [9]. Meanwhile, crowdsourcing systems are pop-

ular in environmental monitoring [10], smart transportation
[11, 12], healthcare [13], and online marketplace [14]. The
main idea of the technology is to find solutions of problems
publicly, and it can easily increase energetic efficiency [3, 15,
16]. In addition, crowdsourcing in mobile computing
domain is named mobile crowdsourcing (MCS). In particu-
lar, MCS systems dedicate to collecting data with sensors
embedded on mobile devices. This technique provides a
new idea for solving the problems above.

Now, we introduce a traditional MCS system. A naive
MCS system mainly consists of three parties: task requesters,
workers, and MCS system. Figure 1 shows the workflow, and
the detail is introduced as follows: (1) the task requesters
post tasks with payments by MCS system. (2) Workers
choose the tasks which they are interested in by MCS sys-
tem. (3) Workers work for the tasks and submit the results
to MCS system. (4) The task requesters receive the results,
and MCS system sends the payments to the workers.

In order to overcome the bottlenecks we introduced
before, we can replace the above tasks with training dataset
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collection tasks or training dataset annotation tasks. If the
function of MCS system is to collect training dataset, which
we named TDCMCS system (training dataset collection
mobile crowdsourcing system), workers need to collect data
and annotate them before submitting the results. Otherwise,
in the TDAMCS system (training dataset annotation mobile
crowdsourcing system), task requesters need to submit the
dataset which need workers to annotate. Fortunately, these
two types of system already exist in recent years [17, 18],
and we will introduce them in Section 3.

In fields of machine learning (ML), the training dataset
consists of image dataset [19, 20], video dataset [17], text
dataset [21], and other dataset [22]. The corresponding
MCS systems have existed, and we will introduce them in
Section 3.

However, traditional MCS systems are almost imple-
mented on cloud servers; the detailed researches are shown
in Section 3. Unfortunately, centralized platforms face many
problems. First, centralized cloud servers inherently suffer
from single point of failure and cannot ensure transparent
operation, which will result in misbehavior. The order of
passengers cannot be stopped at the end of services in April
17, 2015, as a service outage appeared because of hardware
failure in Uber Technologies, China [23]. Second, the data
(if the system is a crowdsensing system) produced by
workers should belong to workers themselves, but when
the data is stored on cloud servers, problems like unclear
copyright [24] and information leakage [25, 26] will appear,
which obviously does not meet the requirements of General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [5]. In December 2015,
the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner
(OAIC) reported that freelancer broke the Privacy Act by
revealing true identity of users which included dummy
accounts, IP addresses, and active account [27]. Third, cen-
tralized cloud servers are easy to be remotely hijacked and
suffer mischief attacks and DDoS attacks, which leads to

the unavailable services. In May 2014, Elance and oDesk is
out of services for many workers because of DDoS attacks
[28]. Fourth, the service fee of the centralized crowdsourcing
system is usually high; for example, the sliding service fee for
five percent to twenty percent is necessary for most of the
crowdsourcing systems [7].

To overcome the challenges above, decentralized crowd-
sourcing systems [29], usually combined with blockchain
[30] technology and cryptographic algorithms [24, 31],
become a great idea. Blockchain-based CS system often
regards smart contracts as a trusted third-party broker,
which can automatically execute codes of smart contract,
and the whole process is public and traceable, so that various
functions can be realized in distributed ways. In fact, the dis-
tributed crowdsourcing system based on blockchain has
applications in many fields like court processing of adjudica-
tion, posting and assigning tasks, data collection, copyright
protection, data transactions, mobile health, and energy
trading. Even so, there are still some problems existing when
combining blockchain-based CS system with machine learn-
ing. The core problem is that the quality and quantity of
training labelled dataset cannot be guaranteed. To ensure
the quality of training data, building reputation systems is
a great proposal. In the TDCMCS system, after receiving
the training labelled dataset, the task requester can give a
feedback for the dataset. The feedback influences the reputa-
tion of worker, which is positively related to the payments.
Hence, worker will prefer to offer high quality of training
labelled dataset. In the TDAMCS system, the task requester
should give a feedback on the quality of annotation. Mean-
while, truth discovery [32], one of the carefully designed
algorithms [33–35] based on mathematical theory [36], can
enhance the quality of annotation. Truth discovery (TD)
algorithm is a method to discover truth among unreliable
users’ information. In order to collect satisfactory quantity
of training dataset, incentive method is necessary. The price
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Figure 1: Workflow of traditional crowdsourcing system.
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of training dataset in the marketplace or the payments of
hiring workers determines how many workers can be
attracted to provide the dataset or annotate the dataset.

Recent researches make it possible to break through the
bottlenecks of training dataset mentioned above. Note that,
this is not the first survey on crowdsourcing and machine
learning. Survey of Alenezi and Faisal [37] used either
machine learning, crowdsourcing, or both of them in the
proposed solutions which were aimed at surveying the cur-
rent learning and e-learning schemes. Ørting et al. [38]
reviewed studies published until July 2018 which combine
crowdsourcing with analysis of the medical images. Jin
et al. [39] surveyed the past quality control research of col-
lect knowledge about various types of data items. Konečný
et al. [40] described the types of annotation computer vision
that researchers have collected using crowdsourcing in their
survey.

Different from them, our contributions are shown as fol-
lows: (1) we review studies which combine crowdsourcing
systems with the analysis of training dataset collection and
annotation. (2) We also review some researches on block-
chain, incentive mechanism, PPTD, etc., and extract some
available techniques and methods which can break through
the bottleneck of quality, quantity, and diversity of training
dataset. (3) We summarize future development directions,
and we propose an implementation of a decentralized (i.e.,
blockchain) MCS system that has the functions of collecting
training datasets and annotating datasets.

Table 1 shows the summary of important abbreviations
in our paper. In the rest of paper, we introduce the prelimi-
naries in Section 2, and then, we introduce the related appli-
cations in Section 3. Section 5 provides future scope of
machine learning with crowdsourcing technology. Next,
the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries

This section introduces all the core technologies and
methods mentioned in this paper.

2.1. Machine Learning.Machine learning is designed to sim-
ulate human intelligence by learning among the surround-
ings which is a developing branch of computational
algorithms. The core problem of ML is how to construct
computers that automatically improve by learning experi-
ence [41]. ML is considered to be the core in the new age
of big data. In addition, techniques based on ML have been
utilized successfully in various fields ranging among com-
puter vision, pattern recognition, finance, biomedical, com-
putational biology, entertainment, medical applications,
and spacecraft engineering [42].

In ML, a common task is to study and construct the
algorithms which can be learned from data and then make
predictions [43]. The algorithms make data-driven predic-
tions or decisions by building mathematical models from
input data [44]. These input data are commonly divided in
multiple datasets. Particularly, three types of datasets (i.e.,
training datasets, validation datasets, and test datasets) are

usually utilized in different phases of the generation of the
model.

Training dataset is very important in fields of machining
learning, but its development is limited because constructing
a well-annotated and large-scale dataset is very difficult as
the expensive fee of data acquisition and annotation [45].

2.2. Blockchain. A blockchain [46] can be defined as a data-
base which is shared among the users. Blockchain allows its
users to trade valuable assets in a pseudonymous and public
setup without relying on any central authority or intermedi-
ary [47]. A blockchain system consists of three core ele-
ments: the block, the chain, and the activity.

Concretely, blocks are storage carriers based on consen-
sus agreements by all validators or stakeholders. The storage
contents also capture the interactions of the various parties,
such as Bitcoin transactions. Activities can be represented in
a service manner in the blockchain system. For instance, dig-
ital transactions can be the service contents in Bitcoin. In
addition, the chain is the connection of all blocks and is
one-way growing. The one-way chain growth is a core prop-
erty of tamper-resistant.

2.3. Smart Contracts. Szabo [48] initially introduced smart
contract in the 1990s. Smart contract originated from the
idea to create a technological legal framework which can
help businesses, reducing disputes and costs. Smart contracts
allow any user to define and execute smart contracts on the
blockchain which can maintain the balance and data storage
of them. In addition, the access is completely controlled by
its code. However, all contract data and balances are public
on the blockchain. The program code captures the logic
terms of the contract between multiple parties and then
defines triggers and response actions. The functions are exe-
cuted in a smart contract when triggered by events or times.
For example, when transactions are added to the blockchain.
The creation of autonomous agents is allowed on smart con-
tracts, and their behaviors are completely dependent on the
transactions sent to them and their code. Hence, contracts
are transparent and decentralized. The financial transaction
rules can be enforced without any trusted third-party
through the smart contracts.

Table 1: Summary of abbreviations.

Machine learning ML

Federated learning FL

Crowdsourcing CS

Mobile crowdsourcing MCS

Training dataset collection mobile crowdsourcing TDCMCS

Training dataset annotation mobile crowdsourcing TDAMCS

General data protection regulation GDPR

Office of the Australian Information Commissioner OAIC

Truth discovery TD

Privacy-preserving truth discovery PPTD

Short message service SMS
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2.4. Crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing [49] is a novel model
where organizations or individuals obtain services or goods
from a relatively open, large, and often rapidly growing
group of participants. The services mainly include voting,
ideas, finances, and microtasks.

Until 2021, crowdsourcing generally involves using the
network (however, online is not always necessary) to attract
and assign works between participants and then achieve
cumulative results. The word “crowdsourcing” was allegedly
created in 2005 [50–52]. Compared with outsourcing,
crowdsourcing usually involves a more public and less-
specific group [53–55].

Improving costs, speed, flexibility, quality, diversity, or
scalability is the advantage of crowdsourcing [56, 57]. A gen-
eral crowdsourcing method usually includes virtual labor
markets, competitions, and public online collaboration.
Some crowdsourcing give organizations ways which go
beyond the ideas provided just by their employees like
LEGO ideas [58, 59]. Amazon Mechanical Turk is one of
the crowdsourcing where monotonous “microtasks” are per-
formed by large, paid crowds at the same time. Some
unprofitable organizations like Wikipedia have utilized
crowdsourcing technology to develop common goods [60].

2.5. Crowdsensing. Crowdsensing [61], which can be called
mobile crowdsensing sometimes, is a technology where a
large number of crowd share and extract information collec-
tively via their mobile devices (such as smartphones, wear-
ables, and tablet computers). In conclusion, it means
crowdsourcing of sensing data from mobile devices.

Raghu et al. coined “mobile crowdsensing” (MCS) in 2011
[62]. MCS belongs to three main types: social (like tracking
personal exercise data in a community), infrastructure (like
locating potholes), and environmental (like monitoring pollu-
tion). Current CS applications operate based on the core
assumption that all participants submit the sensing data vol-
untarily which results in extensive user participation [63].
Also, it can indicate the way users who carry mobile devices
form microcrowds based on specific CS activities [64].

2.6. Truth Discovery. In order to achieve the aim of solving
conflicts from multiple data sources with noises, truth dis-
covery (TD) is widely utilized in various areas [65].
Although differences exist in the algorithm to compute
weights of users and ground truths, the procedure of existing
TD algorithms can be concluded as follows: a TD algorithm
commonly initializes a random number of ground truths
(According to [66, 67], the ground truth value of each object
can be also initialized as the average of the sum of the sen-
sory values of the object by different users.) and then con-
ducts truth update and weight update iteratively until
convergence. Current TD algorithms almost follow two
principles: (1) the data of the user who holds a higher weight
has more effect in the execution. (2) The user who provides a
more accurate data item will have a higher weight (i.e., it is
closer to the aggregated truth).

Due to the concerns of privacy, privacy-preserving truth
discovery (PPTD) algorithm appears in recent years. Weight
of data provider, data provided by provider, and truth need

to be preserved in cipher domain. Weight can be usually used
to infer whether the provider is rich or poor. For instance, if a
provider has a high weight, it can always provide more accu-
rate data, and accurate data is usually collected by sensors
embedded in high-end devices, so the provider is usually a
wealthy person who can buy high-endmobile devices. Besides,
data and truth belong to individuals and therefore need to be
encrypted, and only a few people can decrypt them. By combi-
nation with homomorphic cryptographic algorithm or pertur-
bation algorithm, PPTD algorithm implements the TD
algorithm calculation in the cipher domain.

3. Related Applications

As shown in Table 2, we introduce papers in different fields
with the aim of extracting suitable methods and techniques
to make the combination of MCS and machine learning pos-
sible. Note that, we focus on the researches of training data-
set collection or annotation. Hence, federated learning (FL)
is not in our consideration. At the same time, we discuss
the weaknesses and advantages of each type of system in
Tables 3 and 4.

In fact, crowdsourcing systems can be divided into tradi-
tional crowdsourcing [68], mobile crowdsourcing (MCS)
[69], vehicle crowdsourcing (VCS), and so on according to
the tools used to complete the task. On the other hand,
crowdsourcing systems can be divided into centralized
crowdsourcing and decentralized crowdsourcing according
to the environment in which the system is deployed. Decen-
tralized crowdsourcing can be further divided into
blockchain-based crowdsourcing and non-blockchain-
based crowdsourcing. In addition, crowdsourcing systems
can also be divided according to the task types or application
fields, which we will not elaborate here.

3.1. Centralized Crowdsourcing System. The general steps of
machine learning are as follows: (1) getting the dataset and
preprocessing, (2) selecting the algorithm in machine learning
and determining the model, (3) training the model and cross-
validation, (4) verification curve and learning curve, (5) train-
ing dataset multiple times, (6) testing data test model, and (7)
predicting new outcomes. We focus on crowdsourcing sys-
tems which can help to get various training dataset.

Swearngin and Yang [70] proposed a centralized crowd-
sourcing system to collect large-scale data of interface tapp-
ability on a variety of mobile applications.

Kuldeep et al. [71] proposed a centralized crowdsourcing
system called SMSAssassin, which was aimed at collecting
spam mails. The system is effective to filter email spams.

Amini and Yang [72] proposed a centralized crowdsour-
cing framework named CrowdLearner, which was aimed at
generating recognizers by using mobile sensors input auto-
matically. At the same time, the framework assigns the
annotation tasks to the crowd.

Trivedi et al. [73] proposed a centralized crowdsourcing
system which can assign the sensing tasks to workers.
Workers sense the text datasets of mobile phone battery
temperature via their mobile devices, and the system can
infer ambient temperature.
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Table 2: Summary of literatures on various fields.

Item Related work Key points

Centralized MCS system with
dataset collection or annotation

[70–74]

[70] Training dataset collection of interface tappability

[71] Training dataset collection of spam SMSes

[72] Training dataset annotation

[73] Training dataset collection of temperature

[74] Training dataset collection and trading of images

Centralized traditional CS system
with dataset collection or annotation

[17, 18, 75–87]

[17] Training dataset collection of videos

[75] Training dataset collection of images with labels

[76] Training dataset collection of audios

[18] Training dataset annotation with three criteria
to ensure high quality

[77] Training dataset annotation with high quality and low costs

[78–87] Other systems for training dataset annotation

Decentralized CS systems
without blockchain

[88–91]
[88–91] Task completion in a distributed way but need a

centralized system or trusted third-party servers

Decentralized CS systems
with blockchain

[92–101]

[92] Court processing of adjudication

[93] A general blockchain-based decentralized framework

[94] Collaboratively building and updating a dataset

[95] Copyright-preserving data trading

[96] Data trading based on reverse auction

[97] Task-worker matching

[98] Healthcare remedy evaluation system

[99] Novel mobile health applications

[100, 101] Peer-to-peer energy trading platform

Reputation system with blockchain [102] [102] Blockchain-based MCS system with reputation system

PPTD
[65, 67, 103–114] [65, 67, 103–114] PPTD systems implemented on cloud servers

[115–118] [115–118] PPTD systems implemented on blockchain

Table 3: Advantages and weakness of the systems.

Item Transparency
Suffer single point

of failure
Suffer remote
hijacking

Suffer mischief
attacks

Suffer DDoS
attacks

Centralized traditional CS system with
dataset collection or annotation

No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Centralized MCS system with dataset
collection or annotation

No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Decentralized CS systems without blockchain No Yes/no Yes/no Yes/no Yes/no

Decentralized CS systems with blockchain Yes No No No No

Decentralized CS systems with blockchain and PPTD Yes No No No No

Table 4: Advantages and weakness of the systems.

Item Service fee
Data privacy
protection

Data
quality

Data
quantity

Data
diversity

Centralized traditional CS system with dataset collection or annotation High No Low Small Low

Centralized MCS system with dataset collection or annotation High No Low Medium Low

Decentralized CS systems without blockchain High No Low Small Low

Decentralized CS systems with blockchain Low Yes Low Large High

Decentralized CS systems with blockchain and PPTD Low Yes High Large High
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Lan et al. [74] proposed a centralized crowdsourcing sys-
tem named CrowdBuy. It is a privacy-preserving image dataset
trading systemwhere a buyer can purchase desired image data-
set from available mobile users efficiently, while quality is guar-
anteed and data ownership and privacy of users are respected.

Next, we introduce some researches on traditional
crowdsourcing systems which were aimed at collecting
training dataset or annotating dataset. In fact, we can easily
convert these systems to MCS systems due to the develop-
ment of mobile computing.

Sigurdsson et al. [17] proposed a data collection
approach named the Hollywood in Homes. The correspond-
ing crowdsourcing system was aimed at collecting dataset of
videos, and the annotation works are assigned by workers.

Law and Ahn [75] proposed a research dataset, and it con-
tains one hundred thousand images with English labels, which
was generated from a crowdsourcing game named TagATune.

Orlandic et al. [76] presented a centralized CS systemwhich
was aimed at collecting dataset of audios. About 3,000 record-
ings of coughs are labelled by 4 experienced doctors to help
diagnosingmedical abnormalities. It is one of the largest dataset
of cough which is annotated by experts currently.

Hsueh et al. [18] evaluated annotation data from both
unprofessional workers hired from the Internet and profes-
sional workers in research laboratories. Meanwhile, the
impact of noisy annotations on sentiment classification
model performance and the utility of annotation selecting
on classification efficiency and accuracy are examined.

Chang et al. [77] proposed a centralized crowdsourcing
approach named Revolt, the idea of which is to convert
expert annotation to crowd-based annotation. Experiments
evaluated by them compare traditional crowdsourcing anno-
tation with Revolt and proved that the approach can pro-
duce high-quality label with lower financial cost.

Other scholars [78–87] proposed their own crowdsour-
cing systems for annotate datasets, which will not be
described in detail here.

In conclusion, there have been a lot of researches on MCS
systems or traditional CS systems for collecting various types of
training datasets or annotation. However, these systems often
do not take incentives into account. We next focus on the tra-
ditional crowdsourcing systems which embed incentives for
collecting datasets or some methods of hiring workers.

Zheng et al. [119] proposed a mobile crowdsensing data
trading system named ARETE, where the data seller can
obtain profit by offering data services after acquiring raw
data, while data buyer can buy data services through queries.
Additionally, reward sharing and the price design of online
data are studied in depth.

Gao et al. [120] proposed a scheme in MCS, which was
aimed at solving the recruitment problems of unknown
workers. In the scenario, the prior sensing qualities of workers
are unknown. Meanwhile, a combined multiarmed bandit
problem was modeled to find an optimal solution algorithm.

Hu et al. [121] presented an incentive scheme based on
dynamic demand in a mobile crowdsensing systems which
is location-dependent. The mechanism changes the payment
of sensing tasks dynamically to balance their popularity and
demand at each round.

Liu et al. [122] aimed at the problem of online recruit-
ment under the time and budget constraints and proposed
a dynamic worker hiring strategy under truthful pricing. In
addition, the worker hiring strategy contains an online pric-
ing mechanism based on reverse auction which achieves
individual rationality and truthfulness.

It can be seen that if we want to use the MCS system to col-
lect the training data (or hire workers to annotate training data-
set) needed for machine learning, incentives are essential. The
crowdsourcing trading system or worker recruiting system are
feasible. We need to model the specific scenarios (e.g., limited
budget, limited time to recruit workers, or unknown quality of
workers) by combining specific game theory methods, which
will result in reasonable benefits for all parties. As a result,
enough workers will participate in the works.

The quality, quantity, and diversity of training dataset have
significant effects on the generalization capability and accuracy
of trained models. Applying ML in crowdsourcing can easily
overcome the bottleneck of the quantity and diversity of train-
ing dataset and make it no longer be in short supply.

3.2. Decentralized Crowdsourcing System. Because of the
problems of centralized systems we mentioned in Section
1, distributed crowdsourcing systems come into being. As
far as we know, few researchers proposed decentralized
crowdsourcing systems which were aimed at collecting
training dataset or hiring workers to annotate training data-
set. Most researches that combine decentralized systems
with machine learning focus on training models, i.e., feder-
ated learning [40, 123–126]. We first introduce some tradi-
tional decentralized crowdsourcing systems without
combining blockchain technology.

Ryabinin and Gusev [88] proposed a software library to
enable traditional mobile crowdsourcing applications to
increase privacy of users without affecting the overall quality
of crowdsourcing dataset. Additionally, they proposed Fou-
gere, a decentralized approach, which can send data samples
to third-party servers from user devices.

Zhang et al. [89] proposed a protocol named D2, which
can help to design a DTN- (delay-tolerant network-) based
distributed crowdsourcing system. The goal of them is com-
pleting calculation tasks collaboratively and minimizing
time consumption.

Yang et al. [90] proposed a task assignment approach
scheme that exploits social relations in the crowdsourcing
systems. Their approach focused on load balancing in dis-
tributed environment.

Cheung et al. [91] proposed a distributed and asynchro-
nous task assignment in the MCS.

Researches above focused on task completion in a dis-
tributed way, but they actually utilized a centralized system
(or trusted third-party servers) to support services, which
runs in the opposite direction of building the crowdsourcing
system in a decentralized way.

3.3. Blockchain-Based Crowdsourcing System. The emerging
blockchain technology is unique among distributed systems
due to its unique advantages. Next, we introduce the decen-
tralized CS systems which is based on blockchain.
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Ast and Sewrjugin [92] presented a blockchain-based
crowdsourcing application named CrowdJury, which court
used to process adjudication. However, they did not provide
the details of the crowdsourcing protocols design.

Li et al. [93] presented CrowdBC, a decentralized CS
framework based on blockchain, where the tasks can be
resolved by a group of workers without relying on any third
trusty institution. In addition, privacy of users can be guar-
anteed, while low transaction fee is required.

Harris and Waggoner [94] presented a decentralized
framework for users to build datasets collaboratively and
use smart contracts to host updated models continuously.
In order to keep the model accurate on some test sets, they
proposed both nonfinancial and financial incentive struc-
tures to provide good data.

Sheng et al. [95] proposed a blockchain-based crowd-
sourcing data trading framework called CPchain, which
was aimed at preserving copyright. Without any truthful
broker, it can construct credible and truthful data trading
between mutually untrusted users while guaranteeing the
copyright and quality of data.

An et al. [96] presented a blockchain-based CS data trad-
ing system. Their highlight is that the system was the path-
breaking work which utilized both blockchain and reverse
auction to guarantee the truthfulness and fairness of the
whole data transaction process.

Meanwhile, due to the existence of unique nonfungible
tokens in the blockchain, we advise to combine it with digital
copyright to protect data copyright.

Zhang et al. [97] presented a blockchain-based platform
named PFcrowd, which performs matching algorithm of
encrypted task-worker between different crowdsourcing sys-
tems without any trustful third-party institution. The core of
their approach is to covert the task recommendation algo-
rithm into a credible smart contract.

J. Park et al. [98] proposed CORUS, a healthcare remedy
evaluation system utilizing blockchain-based CS and cloud
computing platform. The system is an efficient and effective
alternative scheme to the expensive clinical trials and objec-
tive evaluation on the remedies.

By combining crowdsourcing with mobile computing,
cloud computing, Internet of Things (IoT), and blockchain,
Fernández-Caramés et al. [99] proposed a system which
stores data of patient and develops novel mobile health
applications. The application supports diagnosing, public
health actions, studying, and monitoring. In addition, it
can help people to control diseases and increase global
awareness on popularity of diabetes.

Shen et al. [100] presented a blockchain-based architec-
ture and an optimization model. The goal of the architecture
is to manage the operation of crowdsourcing energy systems
which enables P2P energy trading. Users on Internet can
easily and seamlessly trade energy on the system.

Jamil et al. [101] proposed an energy transaction plat-
form built on blockchain which can provide day-ahead con-
trolling, generation scheduling, and real-time support.

Hence, we recommend emerging blockchain technology
to combine with the MCS system to collect training dataset
or hire workers to label the dataset.

3.4. Reputation System and Privacy-Preserving Truth
Discovery. As we mentioned in Section 1, to ensure high
quality of training data, building reputation system is a great
idea. Feedback of task requesters is the core of reputation
system [127, 128].

K. Zhao et al. [102] proposed BC-MCS, an efficient and
credible blockchain-based mobile crowdsensing system,
which combined edge computing with the emerging block-
chain technology in the MC scenario. The privacy-
preserving reputation management approach is the key idea
of the proposed system which can resist malicious users.

On the other hand, aggregating multiple annotations,
which can make the annotations more accurate, is a great
method. Truth discovery is an algorithm which stands out
from the crowd.

An et al. [104] presented a light blockchain-based model
which can assess quality of data. A couple of quality assess-
ment processes on data are presented in their model. One of
them is implemented in data quality assessment, and the
other is implemented in the selection of users. Meanwhile,
the service fee is low as smart contracts and consensus
mechanism are carefully redesigned to be suitable for CS.

Miao et al. [65] proposed a PPTD framework for CS sys-
tems on cloud, which can protect the privacy of both sensory
data and reliability scores generated by the TD algorithm of
users. Their work was achieved by using homomorphic
cryptographic scheme and threshold Paillier cryptosystem.
By optimizing the algorithm, Zheng et al. [105] greatly
reduces the communication and computing overhead. Com-
pared with Miao, Zheng’s designs achieved at least 30x and
10x savings on communication and computation of users,
respectively.

Works of Cai et al. [106] are on stream data. They pre-
sented a CS system which enables PPTD algorithm and
blockchain-based full-fledged knowledge monetization.
Two noncollusion cloud servers were used to execute PPTD
algorithm, and blockchain was used to construct a fair data
trade market that does not need trusted third parties.

Tang et al. and Xu et al. [107, 108] presented the nonin-
teractive PPTD systems which did not need users to be
online all the time and guaranteed the privacy strongly.

Zheng et al., Xue et al., and Miao et al. [67, 109, 110] pro-
posed novel PPTD systems, which can protect both sensory
data and reliability scores of users. Miao’s work is on both
batch data and stream data.

Gao et al. [111] proposed an efficient and novel location-
based PPTD mechanism, which can aggregate data accu-
rately with both data privacy and location privacy of users
protecting. In addition, superincreasing sequence techniques
are used to guarantee efficiency and feasibility.

Xu et al. [112] presented the first verifiable and PPTD
protocol in CS systems named V-PATD. Their openly veri-
fiable approach lets any entity verify whether the aggregated
truths returned from the cloud server are correct. Their ver-
ification approach is scalable and efficient as the cloud server
carries most of the computation burdens.

Wang et al. [103] proposed a CS system which can exe-
cute a private and fair truth discovery (PFTD). The system is
based on two noncollusion cloud servers and Paillier
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cryptosytem. Their goal is to not only protect the privacy of
each workers but also guarantee the fairness in
crowdsourcing.

PPTD algorithm mentioned above is all by using homo-
morphic cryptographic scheme, as Zhang et al. and Sun et al.
[113, 114] utilized the method of adding perturbation to the
data to protect privacy. This method greatly reduces the
computational cost of PPTD.

The above work is based on the centralized cloud server
to realize the PPTD algorithm. Due to the problems of cen-
tralization (mentioned in the Section 1), some distributed
solutions have emerged one after another.

Liang et al. [115] presented a blockchain-based novel CS
model which can control quality of crowdsensing data. In
the model, TD algorithm and fuzzy theories are utilized.

By combining zero-knowledge proof, trusted hardware, and
differential privacy, Duan et al. [116] presented a blockchain-
based CS ecosystem which support data aggregation services
which completely guarantee data aggregation correctness, dif-
ferential privacy, confidentiality, and robustness.

Tian et al. [117] presented a blockchain-based frame-
work which is secure and reliable while supporting PPTD
algorithm. Without any central servers, the framework
assigns the data processing tasks to decentralized workers,
whose behaviors are forced and verified by using the novel
smart contract technology. At the same time, because the
blockchain cannot protect the privacy of on-chain data, they
combined privacy-preserving solution with blockchain for
protecting privacy.

Wang [118] proposed PrivSTD, a PPTD mechanism
based on edge computing, which can gain high accuracy of
truth aggregated by streaming crowdsourcing data with the
privacy protection of workers.

There are a large amount of researches on blockchain-
based PPTD algorithm. It is an innovative idea to combine
with annotating training dataset.

4. Challenges for Combining Machine
Learning with Crowdsourcing Technology

In this paper, we focus on crowdsourcing help to supply
training dataset and annotate dataset, which lead to many
challenges.

4.1. Quality of Training Dataset. Although the combination
of ML and crowdsourcing can easily solve the problem of
the diversity and quantity of training dataset, the quality of
the datasets is difficult to guarantee because the workers in
crowdsourcing may be professional or nonprofessional.

4.2. Incentives. If the reward for labeling tasks and collecting
datasets is too low, no workers will participate in the work,
and if it is too high, the employer’s benefits will decrease.
How to set the rational reward is a challenge.

In addition, crowdsourcing can help train the models of
machine learning, i.e., federated learning (FL), which brings
some new challenges.

4.3. Privacy and Security. As an efficient privacy-preserving
method, FL can train a lossless ML model through local
training and parameter transfer of the participants without
directly obtaining the data source. However, there are also
many security risks in FL. The main security threats include
poisoning attacks, adversarial attacks, and privacy leaks.

4.4. Communication Efficiency. ML algorithms, especially
complex deep learning algorithms, need to train a large
number of parameters during the training process. For
instance, CNN may need to train millions of parameters,
and each update process needs to update millions of param-
eters. In addition, the state of network communication may
also lead to high communication costs. For example, unsta-
ble network conditions and inconsistent speeds during
parameter uploading and downloading will lead to excessive
model training costs for the entire algorithm.

4.5. Heterogeneity. In FL system, another challenge is the het-
erogeneity among the client devices, including differences in
storage, CPU computing power, and network transmission.
The heterogeneity makes the computing time of the devices
different and even cause individual devices to drop directly.

5. Future Scope of Machine Learning with
Crowdsourcing Technology

The researchers believe that it has immense potential in
many fields when machine learning meets crowdsourcing.
We consider that there are two types of blockchain-based
systems that hold great promise: TDCMCS system (training
dataset collection crowdsourcing system) and TDAMCS sys-
tem (training dataset annotation crowdsourcing system).

In the TDCMCS system, task requesters post dataset col-
lection tasks on blockchain. Workers receive the tasks and col-
lect training dataset by their sensors embedded on mobile
devices. After annotating the training dataset, workers submit
the results on blockchain. Finally, task requesters receive the
result and give the feedback on the training labelled dataset.
A good feedback will enhance the reputation of the worker.
By combining reputation system, the quality of datasets can
be improved, because the reputation directly affects rewards
and whether the workers can be assigned tasks. To attract
workers to the tasks, we advise set payment when posting tasks
or build an auction system. If the incentive mechanisms are
reasonable, the number of dataset will grow explosively. Game
theory is an analytical tool which can ensure the rationality of
the reputation system and the fairness of the trading system.
Truth discovery is a great data aggregation algorithm that
can make annotation of training dataset more accurate. In
addition, blockchain-based crowdsourcing systems can solve
problems such as single points of failure.

In the TDCMCS system, the workflow is a little different
from in TDCMCS system. First, task requesters post dataset
annotation tasks on blockchain with their dataset public
online (e.g., IPFS [129] or NFS [130]). Second, workers get
the dataset and annotate it. Third, the annotations will be
uploaded on blockchain, and the smart contract will execute
PPTD algorithm to make the annotations more accurate.
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Finally, the feedback and quality of annotations jointly
determine the change in reputation.

Such systems could shine in a large number of domains
like environmental monitoring, smart transportation, and
healthcare [131]. There will be an explosion of all kinds of
high-quality datasets in many domains, leading to rapid
advances in machine learning.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we survey the researches on crowdsourcing
systems, machine learning, truth discovery, etc., and propose
the possible combination of machine learning and MCS sys-
tems. The goal of this survey is to provide a possible guide
for combination of crowdsourcing and machine learning to
explore potential research directions in related fields and
may lead to exciting results.
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